
 

 

  

 

Year Group…2… Topic……Let’s Explore London! 

Previous Learning 

Links 

 

To understand 

changes in living 

memory 

          The lives of 

significant people in the UK 

and London and the impact 

they have had on the wider 

world – Queen Elizabeth II and 

the Royal Family 

The countries and capitals 

of the UK 

The main features of a capital 

city 

The landscape of London 

How London compares to our 

local area 

How to build and use simple 

maps 

 

Essential Knowledge Learning in Other Subjects 

 

Different family customs and 

routines.  

How to talk about past and 

present events in our own lives 

and in the lives of family 

members.  

How to look closely at 

similarities, differences, patterns 

and change.  

Understand how environments 

change over time. 

Knowledge of the local area 

including Almondsbury, Bristol 

and its relation to Wales. 

Location

 

 

English: Write narratives 
based in familiar settings - 

Paddington 

Maths: Place Value and Addition and 

Subtraction within 100 

Science: Seasonal changes and Animals 

including Humans 

Computing: Making posters and pictures 

using different programs 

REAL PE: Dance and improving balance 

and agility 

RE: What does it mean to be part of a 

faith community? How and why do we 

celebrate special and sacred times?  

HeartSmart: Get HeartSmart and Too 

much Selfie isn’t healthy 

DT: Making sandwiches and sustainable 

packaging  

Art: Drawing cityscapes based on James 

Rizzi 

Music: Introducing beat, dynamics and 

tempo 
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Talk like a Historian 

Talk like a Scientist 

Talk like a Geographer 

Talk like a Mathematician 

Talk like an Author 

Quality Texts 

Photos and 

Enrichment 

Paddington by 

Michael Bond 

The Queen’s 

Handbag/  

The Queen’s Hat by 

Steve Antony 

 

 

 

Useful websites to explore: 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-

clips-video/geography-ks1-ks2-

transport-travel-and-landmarks-of-

london/zhttscw 

https://www.projectbritain.com/lond

on/ 

https://www.activityvillage.co.uk/lo

ndon 

https://www.gojetters.com/watch/ser

ies-1/go-jetters-big-ben-england/ 
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